Induced Night Vision by Singlet-Oxygen-Mediated Activation of Rhodopsin.
In humans, vision is limited to a small fraction of the whole electromagnetic spectrum. One possible strategy for enhancing vision in deep-red or poor-light conditions consists of recruiting chlorophyll derivatives in the rod photoreceptor cells of the eye, as suggested in the case of some deep-sea fish. Here, we employ all-atom molecular simulations and high-level quantum chemistry calculations to rationalize how chlorin e6 (Ce6), widely used in photodynamic therapy although accompanied by enhanced visual sensitivity, mediates vision in the dark, shining light on a fascinating but largely unknown molecular mechanism. First, we identify persistent interaction sites between Ce6 and the extracellular loops of rhodopsin, the transmembrane photoreceptor protein responsible for the first steps in vision. Triggered by Ce6 deep-red light absorption, the retinal within rhodopsin can be isomerized thus starting the visual phototransduction cascade. Our data largely exclude previously hypothesized energy-transfer mechanisms while clearly lending credence to a retinal isomerization indirectly triggered by singlet oxygen, proposing an alternative mechanism to rationalize photosensitizer-mediated night vision.